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Language Questions in Multilingual Culture of 
Education: Sensitising Metalinguistic Awareness for 

Teaching Juang Learners 

ABSTRACT 

The process of language teaching and learning has turned out to be a futile effort for 

manv trbal leamers although the emphasis 0s recently laid on developing a substantial body of 
Anowiedge for facilitating such process in the multilingual context. Much importance has been 
eiven to the ancillar areas of the curriculum such as what teachers need to know and are able to 
do. how to build on ind1genous resources available in the classrooms and communities, and 

therebv developing Iinguistic competencies of the learners. It however skirts the primary aspect 
Le. the Ways to cducate teachers which ensure not only the acquisition of various teaching 
strategies. but also the implementation of such acquisition by the teachers in a multilingual 

clasroom. Therefore. there is an urgent need to understand. develop, implement., and integrate 
vanous teaching competences in a teacher education programme. 

The paper is based on the observation of teaching-learning process of Juang tribe in 
MLE and Non-MLE schools of Keonjhar district of Odisha. It seeks to outline the problems of 

teaching language to the tribal learners and proposes reforms as part of teacher education 
programme. The paper describes in details what metalinguistic knovwledge is and how teachers 

can be educated to evoke such awareness in a multilingual classroom especially of MLE and 
Non-MLE schoois located in tribal regions. The paper also deals with the importance of tribal 
culture in language teaching and how teachers can use it as an important resource for language 
teaching. 
Kewords: tribal education, multilingual education, teacher education, metalinguistic 
awareness. 

Ranjit Mandal 

INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing mobility of multilingual awareness, several attempts have been made 
at various levels for holding back and enriching the tribal languages in recent time. MLE 
programme is one such supreme instance. Various reforms have been proposed by many 
including UNESCO as there is an urgent need of looking into the education of linguistic 
minorities from new perspectives. UNESCO's website (http://www.unesco.org/languages 
atlas indexphp) estimates 197 languages of India under its Atlas of the World's Languages in 
Danger Mostly these languages are those of tribal speakers and are on the verge of immediate 
extinction. So. it is necessary not merely to deal with the sensitive issue of language teaching but 
also to revive and save such languages through pedagogical practice. 

The paper is based on the observation of teaching-learning process of MLE and Non 
MLE schools of Juang learners in Keonjhar district of Odisha. It attempts to address the problem 
of teaching language to the tribal learners and proposes reforms as part of teacher education 
programme. The paper describes in details what metalinguistic knowledge is and how teachers 
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